Leading Civil Rights Lawyer Shows 20 Ways Trump Is Copying Hitler’s Early Rhetoric and Policies

The author, Burt Neuborne, is one of America’s top civil liberties lawyers, and questions whether federal government can contain Trump and GOP power grabs.


...hey America, do you even care? I think not, I contact people all over the country, from every spectrum of society about my page titled “Hate is a disease” and hear nothing but crickets...as you have been witness to these last few months the storm troopers are already in the streets, at some point they will come for you too...I am so sorry you do not understand that, “all of our shadows are the same” and that there must be “inclusion of everyone” ...all of our shadows are the same and if we all are not included this joint doesn’t work and that is the whole agenda of trump, to make sure this joint doesn’t work, that we ourselves tear us apart so he can have it all to him self...what is it that you do not understand?...

Boy oh Boy I bet you wish you had one of these right now, don’tcha? I know I sure do, they must be really very good cuz they’re all gone. Someone bought them all,
they’re all sold out. I couldn’t find one in the store.

“Whether one is rich or poor, educated or illiterate, religious or non-believing, man or woman, black, white, or brown, we are all the same. Physically, emotionally, and mentally, we are all equal. We all share basic needs for food, shelter, safety, and love. We all aspire to happiness and we all shun suffering. Each of us has hopes, worries, fears, and dreams. Each of us wants the best for our family and loved ones. We all experience pain when we suffer loss and joy when we achieve what we seek. On this fundamental level, religion, ethnicity, culture, and language make no difference.” – Dalai Lama
...as some of you know, the Dalai Lama has changed my life and I believe it to be for the better...mindfulness, discernment, acceptance, compassion, the four legs of the stool I sit on, most times, sometimes I end up sitting on the floor, I am human too :)...

As noted on the “Climate Emergency” pages the fear is of a 2 degree rise in temps, we are at 1.83 with an on going El Nino, we may very well pass the 2 degree mark which will have dire consequences for all life on Earth, our little blue ball in space. If there is anything you must do today it is read Arctic News Blogspot and become informed. Hell is at our doorstep, knocking.

https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/
‘What Oligarchy Looks Like’: Sanders Leads 140 Lawmakers in Condemning Trump Plan to Rip Food Stamps From 3 Million Americans

“Trump and the billionaires in his administration—after giving away over $1 trillion in tax cuts to mainly the rich and large corporations—are now trying to strip nutrition assistance from more than three million people.


“At a time when 40 percent of families can’t afford a $400 emergency and 13 million children live in poverty, this is an immoral and obscene decision.”

—Sen. Bernie Sanders

Senator Bernie Sanders stands up for the little guy time and time again. He is our one true leader. 140 other lawmakers signed as well. Which does help but what of the one’s that didn’t sign the letter? Why didn’t they sign as well? Why does this have to be in America? How many Billions of dollars were just awarded to the military killing machines? How many Trillions of dollars were given away in tax cuts for the rich? In order to pay for these scams the poor and needy do with even less? What kind of people are we? If this doesn’t turn your stomach and break your heart what does that say about America? As noted above, we are all the same. What happens to you happens to me. We are all included in this pit of stench. Open your hearts, your minds. These crimes against humanity cannot continue. That is what they are, crimes against humanity. As Rep. Elijah Cummings says, we are
better than this. Are you not?

How about another slice of that domestic terrorism pie? Yum yum…

“’If we can get the House back and keep our majority in the Senate, and President Trump wins reelection, I can promise you not only are we going to repeal ObamaCare, we’re going to do it in a smart way where South Carolina will be the biggest winner,’ [Sen. Lindsey] Graham said in an interview with a South Carolina radio station.”

Lindsey Graham: If the GOP wins in 2020, ‘I can promise you’ we will repeal your health care

…threatening people with the bed rock of their being, their health, is no laughing matter, this is sick, it is evil and does not belong in the American political arena, this strikes terror in me and I have Medicare plus I get additional help from the state of AZ because my income is so low, I do not get Medicaid…Hey Looney Lindsey why not just shoot me and all the others you wish to cause harm to, it would cost less and you could give all that saved money to the NRA so you pay off your bill?…
i’m tied to the mast
watching as you slither past
heading for the drain
decks awash from roiling seas
winds whip shredded sails
the rocks i scream the rocks
the bow kneeling as in prayer
the stern sighting no pier
from that jacked up post
i’m tied to the mast
frayed as a flag
remembering ghosts at the wheel
flashing visions of land so close
the hard surface scraps the timbers
cracks the beams
the rocks i scream the rocks
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Procol Harum – Broken Barricades
It was all once bright jewels And glittering sand The oceans have ravaged And strangled the land Waste fills the temples, Dead daughters are born The presses are empty The editors torn

Whose husband was the first to fall? Who died the worst death of them all? How many splinters in each separate band? How many stations in the final hand?

Now gather up sea shells, And write down brave words Your prayers are unanswered, Your idols absurd The seaweed and the cobweb, Have rotted your sword Your barricades broken, Your enemies Lord.

The baby’s parents were killed during the massacre in El Paso, look how happy the t___p’s are, big smiles and a thumbs up…WTF IS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE??? EVERYTHING!!!…they had the baby shipped in to the hospital for a photo shoot WTF???

Anger as grinning Trump gives thumbs-up while Melania holds El Paso orphan
